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posting system, as it has a user-friendly user interface, and the. CompuFour Clipp Store 2017-RiO2016Movies You Can and Should See on Netflix In a world where smartphone apps record a variety of personal information, and some feature spyware, there's nothing particularly radical about the idea of keeping a secret diary. But in Caroline Michel's lovely and tender 2016 movie, Diary of a Teenage Girl, that's all it is. In
fact, the film's protagonist, then-19-year-old Maryland high schooler Maude (Lena Dunham), has reason to be paranoid about the secrets she writes down. She's just recently told her mother (the great Greta Gerwig) she's on birth control, and her best friend Marcy (Allison Williams) tells her she's going to break up with her boyfriend Kevin (Dan Fogler). But there are also reasons that Maude writes down these things: She's
got a stutter, her dad's disappeared, and she's trying to avoid her parents' marriage, which is falling apart, even while she's stuck in it. Maude, whose reality is so far from ours, is an exemplary teen, but she's just so otherworldly. Dunham's performance captures her confusion and determination and emotional engagement with the world so perfectly. The film itself becomes familiar — it's Dunham's first narrative role after
Girls, and it's the same cheek-to-cheek realism, grit, and desperation she brought to that show. But Diary of a Teenage Girl pushes that realism one step further, into a different kind of realism. The movie is about a girl, but the characters come to us as the result of her knowing our world so well. She can see herself, and we can recognize her and her friends, and we 570a42141b
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